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From Your Chapter Director
February is here and the New Year with all of our resolutions is in full
swing. We kicked the year of with 10 NC-X members attending Sanford
(S2) New Year’s Day resolution ride. A couple members entered the soup
cook-off contest. James & Debra put out a couple of rides and we had 18
attend our annual TLC ride to the Humphries. We had a great turnout (41)
for the first gathering of the year. 18 turned out for Game Night at the
Kennedy’s and 8 of us went to the District Business Ops meeting.
There were several Chapter visits in January as well. Folks, NC-X members are participating
and having FUN.
The emphasis at NC-X is on Get Together’s, Riding, Fellowshipping, Keeping Members
Engaged and Having FUN. The focus at Chapter Gatherings is to share information, safety
tips, along with upcoming rides and events - Plus have a little FUN. So stay tuned, stay
involved and enjoy your GWRRA membership.
Upcoming in February is our Chapter Super Bowl Party on the 3rd. Chapter Gathering on the
10th, Chapter Valentine’s Luncheon is on the 15th and C2 Chili Cook-off on the 16th. I am
certain there will be some impromptu Chapter rides scheduled depending on the weather.
Start getting together bike parts you no longer need to take to H2 Swap meet on March 16th.
Wings Over the Smokies (WOtS) Grand Prize tickets are here. Tickets are $1 each. Everybody
help is needed to sell tickets. Grand Prizes are 2019 Goldwing DCT (Red), $2200 voucher toward
a CSC Escapade trailer and Hartco custom seat. We are asking each X member to start with 50
tickets. Some may desire more and that is okay. Sell a bunch and buy a bunch. There will be a
winner of a 2019 Goldwing, it is possible; just ask me and Alice Manning. The Theme this year
is “Honor to our Hero’s”. If you are creative, consider entering the WOtS logo contest. Check
the District Website for guidelines. The winner will receive $100 at opening ceremony and free
registration to 2019 WOtS.
We have a full schedule planned for this year so stay tune and participate when possible.
Many rides are posted on the website calendar.

Until next month “Ride Safe and Have Fun”
John
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From Your Assistant Chapter Directors
Debra and I were recently honored at our January gathering by being
installed as your new NC-X Assistant Chapter Directors. We are very
excited to help John Bryant and our chapter however we can.
It’s been an exciting January starting off with the resolution ride to
Sanford. They along with Smithfield, hosted 17 chapters and 83
members. There were many great soups but ours didn’t win.
Next, we rode to visit Mike and Jan Humphries. What great folks the Humphries are. They
open their home to us every January. It was a great day to ride, great food and the best
fellowship. We even had a new visitor show up!
Our chapter gathering saw our outgoing ACD’s Roger and Sue Turner and our long-time
treasurer, John Rooney, step down from their respective positions. As I mentioned, Debra
and I are the new ACD’s and Glenn and Joy Kennedy are our new Treasurer. Our thanks go
out to Roger, Sue and John Rooney for their service and dedication to NC-X.
That “new visitor” also showed up at our gathering. He is Stewart Schwartzberg. He brought
his lovely wife, Alfreda. I would be remiss not to mention our other new member, Ron
Winick was also there. They are new GWRRA members and have selected NC-X as their home
chapter. Welcome Stewart, Alfreda and Ron!
Your chapter’s core officer team attended the Officer’s Conference. Debra and Joy ran the
Couple’s breakout session. It is rumored they had lots of FUN! As Debra put it, there was
more FUN than business! Brad Bradford attended the Ride Coordinator’s breakout session
while the rest of us was in the CD/Treasurer breakout session. The day was full of FUN and
(some) business. Old plaques were awarded and new ones given out. And Debra won the
Newsletter Editor of the Year award! Congratulations Debra!
Debra and I look forward to a great 2019, helping our chapter and riding, riding, riding! We
look forward to seeing you soon. Come ride with us and have FUN!

Having FUN and Making Memories
James and Debra
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From Your Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Resolution Ride Resolves Dilemmas
Dear Readers, this writer loves to eat! I bet you do too.
January 1, 2019, 71 degrees, a soup cook off and a policeassisted ride: the perfect ingredients for a jam- packed Broadway
Community Center. No dilemma here! I was thrilled to be one of
the 83 registered attendees. These folks represented 17 NC
chapters.
NC X was represented by 8 members. What a great response to Sanford’s annual event! Way to
go North Carolina! How delightful to start the New Year in the presence of so many good
friends!! Thank you, Sue Hayes and all of S2, for an excellent event and for being such
wonderful hosts.
But was Cary included in these stats? As Sanford’s Sue Hayes and Smithfield’s Tom Tipton were
opening this year’s joint gathering, a contingent from Cary joined us! This, just in time for CDs
to address the crowd and promote their events. Both Cary and Fayetteville start 2019 with new
CDs. Congratulations to Rod and Maxine Gilvey and to Buz Altshuler, respectively.
Additionally, two new District officers were introduced: Jimmy Quick has been NC’s Ride
Coordinator since WOtS, and Clyde Alexander has more recently accepted the position of
Assistant Director for the West. Congratulations to you both. Hats off to each one of you for
stepping up and resolving the dilemma of needed staff in these chapter and district positions.
You help give the promise of a fun and exciting new year.
This year’s excitement began with 18 delicious pots of soup! These included several varieties of
vegetable beef, as well as renditions of white bean and chicken, turnip, shellfish, and chicken
with egg noodles. Are you drooling? You should be! Which would you choose? This creates
quite a conundrum and this dilemma will be repeated next month, February 16th at
Smithfield’s Chili Cook-Off (held at the Smithfield Moose Lodge, 402 JR Road, Selma.)

Their place setting
looks like this?
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The question that must be considered is ‘How do you honor 18 chefs?’ or
‘How do you taste them all?’ As you scan the eating tables you observe
lines of bowls licked clean, indicating how much the soups were
enjoyed. But what was in those bowls? With a very informal survey, I
discovered that by far, a majority of folks simply mix their choices into
one soup. A significant number of people will refill their bowl, maybe
three or four times with half a bowl of another flavor soup or another.
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And their place looks no different than pictured above. I did not
use a bowl! I used the small coffee cups—each with a taste of a
different soup. And then I finished Glenn’s bowl with his 3rd
soup. Now I can talk to many cooks about how delish their
specific soup was. You can expect to see this girl’s place looking
exactly like this at the Chili Cook-Off. Which will yours look
like? Last year did you ask Evelyn for her recipe because you
loved her chili or simply because she won last year’s Chili CookThis rebel’s place had a
Off?
different appearance. see!
Congratulations to Dan and Linda Balfry, Albemarle’s CDs and 2018 Couple of the Year who
won this year’s soup cook off with their chicken and noodle presentation. I can definitely
attest to its deliciousness and am asking for this recipe, as well as Brad’s, Glenn Alphin’s and
a few others!! Quandary settled. Dilemmas resolved! I will taste ‘em all!
See you at the Chili Cook Off!

Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Membership Enhancement Coordinators

Can you decrypt this Crypto-Riddle?
AMXP JS LSZ HIP AMIT LSZ NCSVV XT XZPSDSEWFI
AWPM PMI BXDWFL JSH?
The answer to this crypto riddle can be found on the last page. Have FUN !
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From Your Event Coordinators
Well, the New Year has started off with a lot of fun for Chapter X. After
the Resolution gathering in Sanford on New Years Day, which some of us
participated in, we had a very pleasurable ride and gathering at the
home of Mike and Jan Humphries at Kerr Lake on the fifth. An
absolutely beautiful spot on the water. Lots of goodies to partake of, so
we were able to head home on a full tummy. Thanks Mike and Jan!
Next gathering was Game Night at the lovely home of Glenn and Joy
Kennedy, on the 19th. Lots of laughs, good eats and fellowship. It also
gave us an opportunity to wish Sue and Roger Turner a safe and fruitful
journey on their upcoming missionary trip to Africa. Thanks Glenn and
Joy!
Of course, February 3 is Super Bowl Sunday, and John Bryant has been gracious enough to
invite us into his home to enjoy the game and have some more fellowship.
Dale and I are so pleased to be a part of Chapter X. We have made lots of new friends, and
enjoyed their company on many fun occasions. We have felt very welcomed and look forward
to more good times. It is wonderful to be part of such an active and friendly group.
Thank you, Chapter X!

Jane Petzold
Event Coordinator
From Your Couple of the Year
Roger and I have started our year as NC-X chapter
couple attending the officers conference in
Greensboro. It was a bright sunny day, just very
cold, still a great day for traveling.
It was fun walking in from the cold meeting and greeting members. Some we have met before
and getting to know members we just met. Learning and having better understanding of our
district, how it’s divided, east, central and west.
The breakout meeting for couples was especially fun, playing games, getting to know you.
Our fabulous photographer Debra Lawler took pictures of each couple, group picture for east,
central, west and all the couples together. Joy created the games for our fun.
You must love GWRRA members there was fun even waiting in line for lunch. It was fun day
no matter how you traveled, bike, trike, or car.
For the month of February, we have several events. Super Bowl, NC-X gathering and
Valentine Dinner. Come join the FUN.

Stay safe and enjoy the ride.
Roger and Dolores
GWRRA NC District 2019-2020
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Change In Riding Habits
I had a long conversation with a fellow rider about how we have
changed our riding habits over the last several years. The
conversation started with the idea that we were both, most
likely, on our last two wheel bikes and would be moving on to
three wheel bikes at some point in the not so distant future.
A short part of our conversation was based on what kind of three
wheeler would we purchase.
Would we move to a triked Gold Wing or the Spyder? Each bike has it's own merits. The biggest
difference is the location of the two outrigger wheels. When on a Gold Wing trike, the worry is
if the rear wheels are going to fit in the space we are going through and conversely on the
Spyder will the front wheels fit? Each scenario is workable and it really would come down to
price and the availability of service.
Each one of us have older bikes (mine is a 2006) and several dealers have advised that they
will no longer “work” on bikes older than 10 years from the current date. This does not bode
well with me; however, I understand the issues involved.
Moving on from this discussion, we talked about how our riding styles have evolved. For
example, both of us are getting a little more nervous in rain and slick roads. Gravel presents
another issue along with grass. It does not mean that we will avoid these issues when
presented on a ride, but prefer not to have the conditions as much as possible. Riding a trike
can lessen a lot of these concerns.
The amount of traffic around where we live is growing, growing, growing, growing and the
roadways are not keeping pace to keep the safety level of motorcycling to something that is
comfortable. Finding nice country roads, great curves, sweeps, and mountains is getting
harder as housing developments pop up like toast from a toaster. Just how far do we have to
go to get to a great road and feel the wind in our face and the freedom of the road again?
Another concern for me is the number of people who are using electronics while driving or just
do not care what they are doing on the highway, weaving in and out of traffic, no turn signals,
slamming on the brakes, driving on the median or shoulder, etc. Some of these people are on
motorcycles and in our riding groups. OH MY!
I work at a hospital and have observed that the number of young people (most at driving age
or above,) coming in smelling /high of marijuana is increasing. If we add this to the drivers on
medication and alcohol on the crowded roadways, the danger factor is increasing and adding
to our watching our for impaired drivers. Yea, I am getting old, but I still the right to feel safe
on the highway from those folks who do not care about anyone else but themselves. I do not
want ANYONE hurt or killed because of someone who feels that they are entitled to drive
impaired.
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Additionally, we both recognized that our driving styles have changed. We still like going
fast, but no long want to go fast just to go fast. We only want to ride with those who have
similar riding styles as we do.
We are of the age that other things can take up more and more of our personal, non-riding
time. Example is the size of our families. Our children are grown, some are married and may
or may not have grand children. Our children now may live hours, if not days, from us and
our time spent with our families is growing. Don't take me wrong, I love my children and
grandchildren, but sometimes, I just NEED some us time with just my wife on our bikes riding
nice country roads.
As we grow old, I try to avoid the concept of “shoulda, coulda, woulda” when looking back at
my riding life. Take the time to enjoy riding while we can because there will come a time
when we can no long swing our legs onto the saddle, hold the bike up when stopped or have
the endurance to ride around the corner.

Drive Safe,
Rosy
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A JAM's Adventure
This is my first article for the NC-X newsletter as a JAM (Just A Member).
First, I would like to thank NC-X for the opportunity to be your ACD for
the past two plus years. NC-X is a great chapter, we have great members,
and it is a great organization to be part of.
As you know, for the past almost two years, Sue and I have been trying to
get to South Africa as missionaries. Well, we are finally on our way. By
the time you read this newsletter we will be in South Africa (We leave
1/25/2019). Since we are traveling on tourist visas, we can only stay up
to 90 days, so we will be coming back on 4/26/2019. At that point we
will decide what our next steps will be.
While in South Africa we will be working in two areas. First, we will be taking over a church in
one of the Black townships. The current missionary is coming back to the USA for a minifurlough and we will take over while they are gone. Roger will lead the Sunday service, Sue
will work with Jr. Church, and we will both run the youth group. The second area is to work at
a Christian Camp, Paardeberg Mountain Retreat (PMR, ). Roger will be the Director of
Maintenance and there will always be more to do than there is time. Sue will be helping Roger
and assisting in setting up a new financial system. You can see more about this camp on their
website, www.pmr.co.za.
We have a website that you can visit to learn more about what we will be doing, it is
www.TurnersToSouthAfrica.com.
We will try to keep in touch with our GWRRA friends, and we will be back for a while starting
4/26/2019.

Roger and Sue Turner

New Windows
Last year I replaced all the windows in my house with those expensive, double-pane, energyefficient kind. Today, I got a call from Home Depot who installed them. The man complained
that the work had been completed a year ago, and I still hadn’t paid for them.
HHHelloo…..just because I’m a blonde doesn’t mean that I am automatically stupid. So, I
told him just what his fast-talking sales guy told me last year…that these windows would pay
for themselves in a year. Helloooo, it’s been a year, so they’re paid for, I told him. There
was only silence at the other end of the line, so I finally hung up. He never called back. I bet
he felt like an idiot!!!!
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Motorcycle Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) Part 1
Motorcycle tire pressure monitoring system or simply known as Motorcycle
(TPMS) helps you to monitor real time air pressure in your motorcycle tires.
They are similar to TPMS for cars, but only come with two air pressure
sensors instead of four or five sensors. Having the right air pressure in your
tires at all the time is good for your overall riding experience. Over or
under inflated tires will cause your motorcycle to handle and break poorly.
Maintaining right air pressure also increases the tire life.
Motorcycle tire pressure monitoring system allows you to always keep an eye on the tire
pressure so that you avoid riding on under or over inflated tires. Some motorcycle TPMS
models also display tire temperature.
Choosing a good motorcycle TPMS is necessary to have a great experience and also to avoid
false tire pressure report. Bad or cheaply built products can display wrong tire pressure and
you may end up again with over or under inflated tires. You need to choose the TPMS for your
motorcycle based on your riding style, riding conditions, your motorcycle category and
different types of tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) for motorcycles.
While choosing a tire pressure sensor for your motorcycle, you need to consider a few things.
TPMS for motorcycle are available in many different sizes, shapes, price range and with
different features.
Some motorcycle TPMS come with bare basic pressure monitoring sensors that send
information to a simple receiver via Blue-tooth. While they seem very basic compared to
some of the more advanced TPMS, but they get the job done and that is what you need most
of the time. They are relatively cheap and easy to install.
Note: I am not talking about cheap and unbranded Chinese made TPMS here. Those systems
are not very reliable and often have huge error in pressure reading, so simply avoid those.
As you will see there are references to internal and
external sensors. In the event a sensor’s battery has
gone south and it is internal, that means removing
the tire and replacing the battery.
A Motorcycle TPMS with handlebar display module.
Some tire pressure monitoring systems come with
many advanced features like tire temperature
sensor, digital display on the receiver and also
android and iPhone applications to monitor the tire
pressure on your smartphone. These systems are
costly compared to the simple ones and are often
more reliable and better built.
Sensor Type: Internal sensors vs External sensors:
An important thing to consider while selecting TPMS for motorcycle is the sensor type. You
can choose a system with internal sensors that fit inside the rim or choose a system that uses
external sensors. External pressure sensors fit directly on the valve stem, replacing the valve
stem plastic cap. Both systems have some advantages and some disadvantages.
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TPMS for motorcycle with External Sensors:
External TPMS are easy to install. You can install them yourself without removing the tires.
But they are easy to steal and protrude too much outside the stem-valve so some
motorcycle models may not have adequate clearance to install them. If you are going for
the external sensors, choose the ones with locking systems that need special tool to install
and remove to avoid easy theft.
It has been noted in some forums and reviews
that the weight of the external sensors may
or not be an issue. However, it is always good
to spend the $45 (Source available on
request) to balance your tires since you have
added a little weight. You may not feel the
difference but riding with the peace of mind
that your tires are balanced properly is
always a good thing.
TPMS for Motorcycle with Internal Pressure Sensors:
Internal sensors require you remove the tires while installing and also every time you need to
change the batteries. They are very discreet and nobody even notice that they are there.
Also you don’t have to remove them while inflating the tires. Internal TPMS are also more
expensive than the external ones.
TPMS Sensor Battery Type:
Some tire pressure monitoring system sensors come with user-replaceable batteries while
other come with a sealed one, requiring you to purchase a new sensor when the battery dies.
Motorcycle TPMS with Built-in Temperature Sensor:
Most advanced TPMS have temperature sensor and are capable of displaying compensated
pressure reading based on the tire temperature. Tire pressure varies based on the
temperature, so you may end up with wrong tire pressure. So a good TPMS with temperature
sensor shows you compensated pressure reading.
You motorcycle travels through many different terrain, like water, mud etc. So choose a
TPMS sensor that is rugged, water proof and easy to clean.
Motorcycle TPMS Sensors with Built-in Motion Sensor:
Some motorcycle TPMS sensors are equipped with motion sensor and transmit data only when
the wheel starts to rotate and go into hibernation when parked. This feature certainly
increases the battery life and is best choice if you seldom use your motorcycle. But these
type of sensors don’t show you the pressure reading while motorcycle is parked.
Note: Almost all TPMS are not compatible with tube-type tires. So if you are using tube-type
tires in your motorcycle, check the compatibility before buying.
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Motorcycle TPMS Display Module Types:
Another feature to consider while choosing the TPMS is the
display module type and size. Display type range from a tiny
display which can be used as a keychain to fairly big display
modules that need to be mounted on the handlebar and
require more power. Some display modules are water proof
and some are not. So choose a TPMS display module based on
your usage needs.
Motorcycle TPMS with Small Key-chain Display:
Tiny key-chain display units are very basic and just show you the pressure in a monochrome
digital display. They are equipped with built-in batteries and don’t need external power
source.
Large display modules provide you more information but they also need more energy to
run. Some modules come with an internal rechargeable battery while others need to get
the power directly from the motorcycle battery.
The display modules drawing energy from the motorcycle have one major disadvantage.
Since the module is switched off when the motorcycle ignition is off, it takes some time for
the sensor data to sync with the module every time you start your bike. On the other hand,
the display modules with built-in battery are always up to date with tire pressure reading.
Some modern motorcycle tire pressure monitoring systems like FOBO Bike TPMS have no
display module but come with only tire pressure sensors that send information directly to
your smartphone application.
With no display module, you don’t need to worry about the battery life, the possibility of
theft, mounting the module, etc. All you have to do is install the sensors and hook them up
to your smartphone via Bluetooth. Since batteries in the sensors last up to 10 years, you
have complete peace of mind.
Points to Remember before choosing and using motorcycle tire pressure monitoring system.
• All tire pressure monitoring systems are not accurate. Most of them come with a
warning sticker about the accuracy level they offer.
• One of the most common mistake many make while installing the TPMS sensor is to
install on wrong tire. For example installing front tire sensor to the rear tire and vice
versa.
• Always check tire air pressure before you start riding the motorcycle when the tires
are cold.
TPMS will be continued in the X-Files March edition.

John “Rebel” Rooney
GWRRA#28002
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I was presented with the 2018 GWRRA NC District Newsletter
Editor award at the Officers Conference on January 26th.
It is you, our members, who deserve an award. It is your
articles that make our newsletter great. Bravo!
Let us hear from you. Tell us about your trip, share some
photos.
Your chapter would love to hear about your triumphs, family
additions, celebrations and any good news you would like to
share.

Happy Reading!
Debra K. Lawler

A special shout out to Lamar Shelly from NC-O2 for taking
pictures for me while I was on stage at the Officers
Conference.
We are family. We like hearing from you!
Reminder: Due dates for article is the 25th of each month.
Submit it to me at Editor@WakeForestWings.org
Some members of the NC-X and GWRRA family need a little
Tender Loving Care. Please keep them in your prayers.
Most GWRRANC members know Sue and Charles Langley. Sue
sent out the following email to the district members.

"Dear Sweet Friends,
Just wanted to say that the OP meeting was wonderful. Charles and I enjoyed it very much.
It is with a very sad heart that we send you this news. Charles was diagnosed with bladder
cancer on Wednesday. But it is with a very thankful heart that we know that we have such a
deep love and friendship with each one of you. We are asking for your prayers as we begin yet
another journey. We are believing in God and we know that He holds all of us in the palm of
His hand.
We will keep you informed of the date of surgery, until then and after then, please keep
believing with us. All of you know that we love you dearly and treasure your precious
friendship!!!
Much love,
Charles and Sue"
Cards can be sent to 164 Whitley Ch. Rd., Princeton, NC 27569
Let's shower Charles and Sue with as much love and prayers as NC-X has to give.

Click below and read Newsletters from:
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Andre & Kandy Eason
Mike & Jan Humphries
Dean & Faye Holton
Kandy Eason
Glenn Kennedy
Barbie Yost

GWRRA Anniversary
Dean and Faye Holton
Rosy and Sandi Rosenthal
Maria Frunzi
Dale Petzold
John Hardymon
We are thankful to have
each of you as a part of us!
Happy GWRRA anniversary
to each of you!

Stuart and Alfreda Schwartzberg and Ron Winick are new members to NC-X and GWRRA for that
matter. Be sure to seek them out and introduce yourselves. And its good to see Faye’s health is
improving, allowing her to begin to be out and about. Roger and Sue Turner take our thoughts
and prayers as they depart for Africa as short term (for now anyway) missionaries. We will miss
you!
Joy
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NC-X January “Participation”
Resolution Ride 1/1

TLC Ride 1/5

James and Debra Lawler
Roger & Dolores Patterson
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Dale and Jane Petzold
Brad Bradford
Dean Holton

Dale and Jane Petzold
Roger and Dolores Patterson
James and Debra Lawler
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Jimmy and Beth Broadway
John Rooney
Stuart Schwartzberg
Andre Eason
Brad Bradford
Dean Holton
Mike and Jan Humphries
Kimberly Towles
John Bryant
Jan Bryant

NC-X Gathering 1/13
Jimmy and Beth Broadway
Dale and Jane Petzold
Roger and Dolores Patterson
James and Debra Lawler
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Rosy and Sandi Rosenthal
John Rooney
Stuart and Alfreda Schwartzberg
Andre Eason
Dean Holton
John Bryant
Jan Bryant
Teddy Harding
Deborah Kearney
Rick and Barbie Yost
Sue and Roger Turner

NC-Z Rocky Mount Gathering 1/15
Dean and Faye Holton
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
John Bryant

Game Night 1/19
Dale and Jane Petzold
Roger & Dolores Patterson
James and Debra Lawler
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Ron Winick
Andre Eason
Brad Bradford
Johnny and Deborah Hilliard
Roger and Sue Turner
John Bryant
Other Friends:
Ora Council
Larry and Elinor Laczko

NC-K2 Fayetteville Gathering 1/27
James and Debra Lawler
Dean Holton

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar February 2019
+Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednes
day

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1

2
10:00 am NCS2 Sanford

3
Super Bowl
Party 6PM
John Bryant
House

4

5
6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield

6

7
6:30 pm
NC-D
Greenville

8

9
2:00 PM NC-U2
Laurinburg

10
Monthly
Gathering
5:00 PM
Golden Coral

11

12
6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

13

14
6:30pm NCH2 Durham
6:30 NC-F2
Garner
Valentine’s
Day

15
7:00 pm
Valentine’s
Dinner

16
9:00 AM Chili
CookOff C2 in
Smithfield

17

18
6:30 pm NCD2 New
Bern

19
Breakfast Ride
9:00 AM

20

21

22
7:00 PM
Chapter
Dinner Ride
TBA

23

25

26

27

28

24
12:30pm
NC-K2
Fayetteville

Birthdays
this Month
Kandy Eason
Glenn
Kennedy
Barbie Yost
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6:3pm NC-E
Cary

Anniversaries
the Month
Andre & Kandy
Eason
Mike & Jan
Humphries
Dean & Faye
Holton
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Wake Forest Wings, NC-X Calendar March 2019
+Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednes
day

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1

2
10:00 am NCS2 Sanford

3

4

5
6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield
Chapter visit –
Cruizers 5:15
PM

6

7
6:30pm NCD Greenville

8

9
2:00 PM NC-U2
Laurinburg

10
Monthly
Gathering
5:00 PM
Golden Coral

11

12
6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

13

14
6:30pm NCH2 Durham
6:30 NC-F2
Garner

15

16

17

18
6:30pm NCD2 New Bern

19
Breakfast Ride
9:00 AM

20

21

22
7:00 PM
Chapter
Dinner Ride

23

27

28

29

30

6:3pm NC-E
Cary

24
12:30pm NCK2 Fayetteville

Birthdays
this Month
James Bradford
Janice Bryant
Gil Holton
Joy Kennedy
Xiuquing
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25

26

Anniversaries
the Month
Jimmy & Beth
Broadway

9:00 AM Swap
Meet H2 in
Mebane
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GWRRA

NC. District

NC.C-2

Smithfield

NC-C2’S ANNUAL Chili Cook-Off
Entry Fee…......Free

February 16th 2019

Smithfield Moose Lodge

First Place……$200

Saturday

JR Road Selma N.C.27576

Second Place....$ 50

9:00 AM Start

Third Place…... $ 25

Eat as soon as Judging is over

MEET/GATHER 12:30 PM

*All Chili to be Judged must be on Chili Judging table by 11:00am*
(This will be our February Gathering)
Directions: at intersection of 70A and I-95 HWY.
Take service road in front of Denny’s & JR’s Discount store
Moose Lodge is on Right at the end of road.

If	
  you	
  like	
  Chili	
  this	
  is	
  for	
  YOU!	
  
$10.00	
  at	
  the	
  door	
  gets	
  YOU	
  all	
  the	
  Chili	
  and	
  Fixings	
  YOU	
  can	
  eat!	
  
Free Coffee!

Free Pop Corn!

Baked Goods For Sale

Lots of Very Nice Door Prizes!

LIABILITY RELEASE:__________________________CO-RIDER_____________________________
I/WE AGREE TO HOLD HARMLESS GWRRA, THE CO-SPONSORING ORGANIZATION (S), AND
ANY PROPERTY OWNERS FOR ANY LOSS OR INJURY TO SELF OR PROPERTY BY REASON OF
PARTICIPATING IN THIS EVENT.
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NC-H2 Annual Swap
Meet March 16, 2019
Mebane Arts Center
622 Corregidor St. Mebane, NC
Registration 9:00 am - Noon
Lunch 12:00 Noon
Monthly Gathering 1:00 pm
Seminar:

Co-Rider 10:30 am
Please contact Sid Chambers at
919-946-0083 for detailed information

Chapter Couples

If you pre-register by 2/28/19 your registration
fee will be $5.00 per person

We ask participants to bring motorcycle related parts and clothing only – pick a table and barter/
trade/sell your items. If you wish to sell other items (non motorcycle related), you will need to
register as a vendor. Please contact Diana Temple at 919-528-0503(H) or 919-602-9955(C).
For additional information, please contact Dale or Jerry Hyde at 919-382-8097 or e-mail dalehyde2763@att.net

_____________________________RELEASE_FORM______________________________________
I/WE AGREE TO HOLD HARMLESS THE GWRRA, THE CO-SPONSORING ORGANIZATION, AND ANY
PROPERTY OWNER FOR ANY LOSS OR INJURY TO SELF OR PROPERTY BY REASON OF
PARTICIPATION IN THIS EVENT.
Chapter:____________

Chapter Couple ______

Rider
Name:__________________________________
Rider Signature

Chapter:____________

Co-Rider
Name:________________________________
Co-Rider Signature

___________________________________________
____Adult pre-Registrations X $10.00 = __________

___________________________________________
____Adult Registrations after 2-28-19 X $12.50 = __________

Please Make Checks Payable To NC-H2

The Release Form Must be signed by all registrants and returned along with your
20 of 31
check to Terry Chambers, 5112 Huxey Glenn Court, Durham, NC 27703
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2003 Honda VTX 1300S $3000
Has 40,464 loving sMILEs. Never dropped.
Extras:
J&M CB mount with antenna,
Extra single person seat
Seat vibrates to remind you turn signal is on,
Hard saddlebags,
Lowering Kit, New battery, New Carbs,
Sissy Bar with Pad & Bag, new Whitewall Tires, LED lights, Plugs
for battery tender & Gerbing clothing..
Asking $3000 OBO
Contact Sandie Rosenthal
Sandie <DreamsSewn@aol.com> or call or text at 919 671-1342
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1999 50th anniversary Goldwing 1500 SE with only 53k miles with 18 cf Dart
time out trailer with cooler compartment . Color matched and custom pin
striping by Steve Baller. Never dropped, garage kept. Full covers for both. Lots
of chrome and green LED light. The SE has all the bell and whistles, CB,
intercom with passenger control, tape player and AM/FM radio with auto volume
control, adjustable air ride control, on board air compressor, Passenger arm
rest, adjustable passenger foot rest and best of all, reverse. Stock seat with
back rest and Custom green Diamond seat with back rest. Two full helmets with
intercom, Factory service manual, Tires are great. This bike has taken first
place in many shows and a real head turner.
Contact Johnny Hilliard at (919) 943-8647 or ncjohnny2@aol.com

Tickets $ 2
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2006 Kawasaki Drifter 800cc new tires, fresh oil change,excellent
condition, 8820 miles. $4000.00
Contact Johnny Hilliard at (919) 943-8647 or ncjohnny2@aol.com

2006 Kawasaki Drifter 800cc. 430 actual miles. $4000.00 Contact
Johnny Hilliard at (919) 943-8647 or ncjohnny2@aol.com
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Support All Our Advertisers
11016 Capital Blvd., Wake
Forest NC 27587
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Support All Our Advertisers
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Support All Our Advertisers
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you are in need of the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC.
Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over North
Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In addition,
your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One quarter page - $50.00 
One half page - $75.00
Full page - $100.00
Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org

____________________________________________
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Presidential Assistants
Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

North Carolina
District Team

National Team
Director of GWRRA
Anita Alkire
director@gwrra.org
Rider Education
Bob & Althea Berry
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Cindy & Roy Bryant
rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Director Of Training
Clara Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com

Assistant District Directors, East
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
austing@mac.com
peggyrm@icloud.com

Membership Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

Answer to the crypto riddle
What do you get when you cross an automobile with the family dog? A carpet
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